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YOSHINORI

MORΓMOTO

(Received December 19, 1985)
Introduction and results. In this paper we give a sufficient condition
for second order differential operators to be hypoelliptic. The condition is
also necessary for a special class of differential operators.
Let Ω be an open set in Rn and let P=p(x> Dx) be a second order differential operator with coefficients in C°°(Ω), that is,
(1)

p(x, Dx) = ±ajkDXjDXk+±

ibjDXJ+c, DXj = -idXj,

where coefficients ajk(x), bj(x) and c(x) belong to C°°(Ω). We assume that
aJk(x)9 bj(x) are real valued and ajk(x) satisfy for any x in Ω
(2)

Έaj^ξ&^O
Έ

forallξeR".

Let log<Z)x> denote a pseudodifferential operator with symbol log<£>, where
2

Theorem 1. Assume that for any €>0 and any compact set K of Cί there
exists a constant C2tK such that
(3)
Then P is hypoelliptic in Ω. Furthermore we have
(4)

WFPv = WFv

for

Corollary 2. Assume that for any £ > 0 and any compact set K of Ω there
exists a constant CStK such that
(5)

||(log<Z),>>/||2^£ Re(Pa, u)+C9tK\\u\\\

Then we have (4).
Proof of Corollary. For U^CQ(K) take φ,ψ^C%(Ω) such that φ = l on
K and y]r=l on supp φ. Note
(log<Dx»u = ψ(log<Z) I »«+(l-^) (log<.Dχ»φ u
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and (1 -ψ) (log<Z>,»φeS'°° (see Chapter 2 of [5]). Since ψ(logζDxy)u belongs
to CT, in view of the above formula we may replace u in (5) by {\.ogζDxy)u.
Since the principal symbol of [P, \ogζDxy\ is purely imaginary we have
Re(|7>,
In view of this it is clear that (5) implies (3).

Q.E.D.

The estimate (3) is not always necessary for the hypoellipticity. We have a
counter example <Jίo(Λ,.D*)=^ 1 +exp(—l/l^il*)!)^ for δ ^ l given by [Fediϊ [2]
(cf. [8]). In fact, JlQ is hypoelliptic for any δ > 0 , but when δ ^ l the estimate
(3) does not hold for some small £ > 0 (see Remark 3.1 in Section 3). However,
for a class of differential operators, the estimate (3) is necessary to be hypoelliptic.
The result concerning the necessity can be discussed for some class of
operators of higher order. Let m be an even positive integer and let P o be a
differential operator of the form

P o = Df+Jl(x, Dx)

in RtxRnx,

where JL{x9 Dx) is a differential operator of order m with C°°-coefficients. We
assume that <Λ(x> Dx) is formally self-adjoint in an open set Ω of Rx and bounded
from below, that is, there exists a real c0 such that
(6)

(Jl(x, Dx)us u) :> co\ \u\ | 2

for u e L2(Ω) satisfying JLu e L\Cί).

Theorem 3. Let P o be the above operator. Assume that P o is hypoelliptic
in RtxΩ.
Then for any i 0 G ί l there exists a neighborhood ω of x0 such that for
any 8>0 the estimate
(7)
holds with a constant Cε.
REMARK. When m=2 the estimate (5) follows from (7). In fact, for any
compact set K of Rt X Ω, let K' be the projection of K to Ω, and take the partition of unity Σ φ){x)=l over K'. Since Re([P0, φj\u9 φ/u) is majorated by a
constant times of ||w||2, we have (7) for u^C^(RtxK/)y
which implies (5). In
view of the proof of Corollary 2, the estimate (3) also follows from (7).

Our two theorems are applicable to the hypoellipticity of operators considered in [10] and [11]. Especially, an application shows that Z)?+Z)^i+exp(— 1/
\xι\8)D2XjS (δ>0) is hypoelliptic in R3 if and only if δ satisfies δ < l (cf. Theorem
8.41 of [6]). As another application we give:
Proposition 4. Set P1=D2t+xiDl1+Dlt+DXs(σ(x1)2ζ(x)2)DXs9
where σ,ζtΞ
C°°, σ(s)>0 (ίφO), ζ>0, σ (0)=0 and s</(s)^0. Then Px is hypoelliptic in RA if
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and only if σ(s) satisfies
lim \sV2\ogσ{s)\ = 0.

(8)
REMARK.

If σ(ί)=exp(— 1/1s | δ ) for δ > 0 then (8) means δ < 1/2.

The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 1 we prove Theorem 1.
The idea of the proof is the same as in Section 5 of [11], though we employ the
microlocalization method by Hϋrmander [4], In Section 2 we prove Theorem
3 by using the interpolation method similar to the one in Mόtivier [7], where
nonanalytic hypoellipticity for operators of the same form as (6) was studied
(cf. Baouendi-Goulaouic [1]). The proof given in Section 2 is nothing but C°°version of [7]. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Proposition 4.
We finally remark that the criterion of Theorem 1 applies to second order
differential operators with finite degeneracy studied by Hϋrmander [3] and
Oleinik-Radkevich [13], because for such operators we have the sub-elliptic
estimate |Ml β ^C(||Λ||+IMI), δ > 0 .
1. Proof of Theorem 1
Before proving the theorem we introduce some notations. When φ, ψ G
satisfy Λ]T=1 in a neighborhood of supp φ, we write φ c ψ . For a
pseudodifferential operator Q=q(x, Dx) we denote by σ(Q) the symbol q(x> ξ).
We denote by Q{$] a pseudodifferential operator with symbol q[β](x,ξ)=Dxd*q(x,ξ)
for multi-indices a and β.
Here and throughout the present paper P=p(x, Dx) denotes the second
order differential operator in Introduction satisfying the condition (2). For the
brevity we assume Ω=Rn. Without loss of generality we may assume that
coefficients of P are defined in Rn and belong to <B°°(Rn). As proved by [13],
it follows from (2) that
CQ{R")

2

(1.1)

Σ \\pWu\\*^C(Rt(Pu, u)+\\u\\ ),
1*1=1

and
(1.2) Σ3 \\<Dxy-ψ(a)u\\2^C(Re £ {D^D^P^D^D^MW),
|Λ|=1

u<=C?(K),

j =l

hold with some constant C=CK, where Dj=DXj.
In fact, (1.1) follows from
(2.6.6) and (2.6.9) of [13], and (1.2) follows from (2.6.14) of [13].
Write p(x, ξ)=*Σl=opk(x, ζ), where pk is positively homogeneous in ξ of
degree k. Let h(x) GΞ Co{Rnx) be 1 for \x \ ^ 1/5 and vanish for | x \ ^ 7/24. For
n
n 1
γ = (#0, ξo)ξΞR xS ~ we consider a microlocalized pseudodifferential operator
(1.3)

Py = pΊ{Xy, \Dy) = ib

!
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with a small parameter λ > 0 (see [4] and Section 2 of [9]).
It is clear that for any muti-indices a and β we have
\dvDβypy(\yy \v)\^CatβΛ-4+w+ιβι,

(1.4)

0<λ^l,

with a constant Catβ independent of λ.
Let (P(βf))v and (P(α))γ be microlocalized operators defined from symbols of
P ( β f ) and P(a) by the similar formula as (1.3). From estimates (3), (1.1) and
(1.2) we have the following:
Lemma 1.1. For any real s>0 and any γ = (#0, ζo)^RnχSn"1
a constant C(s, <γ) such that for
(1.5)

there exists

(logλ-) 2 ll

where H=h(XDy)h(Xy) and H0=h(\Dyl2)h(\y/2).
Furthermore, for any y(=RnX
n-1
5
there exists a constant CΊ such that for 0 < λ ^ l
(1.6)

Σ \\H(pW)yvmCy(\\HPyv\\+\\v\\)y v<=Sy ,

1*1=1

and

(1.7)

Σ llλ iffCPw^ll^C^IIJΪP^II+IW), β ε ί , .
|α|=i

Proof.
1

'

Set v(y)=(exp(—i\~2x

}

%o)zo(x)) \ x=Ky+Xo for wGSx.

Then we have

=(Pvv)(X-\x-x0))

and for real s' we have
(

"}

= λ" 2s/ ( I lo+λD, I s'h(ΛDy)υ)

(\-\x-Xo)).

Indeed, both formulas are easily seen if we note the change of variables
ι

x—x0 = Xy, ξ—χ-% = X" η .
Furthermore we have
(1.10)
4

2

where r(η λ)=(log(λ + |Xy+ξ01 ))/4. It is clear that {r{η X)h(Xη) 0 < λ ^ 1}
and {r(η; X)2h(Xη); 0 < λ ^ l } are bounded sets in SotO, as pseudodifFerential
operators in Rny. Note that {h(X2ξ—ξ0); 0 < λ ^ l } is a bounded set in Si 0 , as a
n
2
1
2
pseudodifFerential operator in R x, because λ ^(31/24)|||~ on supp h(X ξ—ζ0).
2
2
We shall prove (1.6). Substitute
u=h(x—xϋ)h(X Dx—ξo)zv=h(x—xo)h(X Dx—ξQ)
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for w£ΞSx into (1.1). Then we have
2

2

2

J]\\h(X Dx-l)h(x-x0)P^((X Dx-l)l3)w\\

In fact, we can majorate the terms concerning commutators among h(x—x0),
h(X2Dx—ζ0) and P appearing in the right hand side by a constant times of
I Ml 2 , because, their symbols are purely imaginary. In view of (1.8) and the
same formula with P replaced by P (αf) we have
(1.12)

Σ \\H{P^)Ίv\\*^Ci(Ke{HPΊv, Hv)+\\v\\2), ^Sy

which gives (1.6) together with Schwartz inequality.
(1.2) that
|β

(1.13)

,

Similarly it follows from

ΣII \DX\ {Dj<.Dxy-1h{X2Dx-ϊ0)h{x-x0)Ph((X2Dx-'ξΰ)β)w,

^C(Re Σ

From this we obtain (1.7) if we note (1.9) and

expi-iX-'xwhere rj(η;\) = (Xηj+ξoj)(Xi+\\η+ξo\2)-'1/2h(\η)
belongs to Sg>0 uniformly
with respect to 0 < λ ^ l . We shall prove (1.5). Substituting u=h(x—xQ)
h(X2Dx—ζo)h(X2Dx—ζo)/3)w into (3) we have for any £>0 and some constant C e
\\(log<Dx>γh(X*Dx-ξ0)h(x-x0)w\\
^ε(\\h(\2Dx-ξo)h(x-x(>)Ph((X2Dx-ξo)ll)w\\
+

i

\\[h(X Dx-ξo),h(X-xo)]Ph((X*Bx-ξo)β)w\\

+\\[P,h(x-xo)h(X2Dx-l)]h((X2Dx-ξo)l3)w\\)
Note h(X!iDx—ξ0)h(x—x0)=h(X2Dx—ξ0)h(x—x0)h((x—x0)l2) and
σ(h(X2Dx-ξo)h(x-xo))-h(x-Xo)h(X2ξ-ξo)
uniformly with respect to 0 < λ ^ l .
by a constant times of

Then we see that Ix is estimated above

J=\\h((X2Dx-ξo)l2)h((x-xo)l2)Ph((X2Dx~-ξo)β)w\\+\\w\\>
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because A((λ 2 |-f 0 )/2)=l on supp 6?Λ(λ2£-f0). Since
irxh(x-x0)dΊh(X2Dx-ξ0)
=Dth(x—xo)d(h(X2Dx—ζo)h((x—x)oj2) mod S~°°, I2 is also estimated above by /
with a constant factor. Noting
[P, h(x-xo)h(\*Dx-ξo)]
- Σ
(-iy»D*xh(x-xo)dlh(\*Dx-l)P
\Λ + β\=l

we see that I2 is estimated above by a constant times of

By substituting u=h((x-xo)l2)h((X!1Dx-ξo)j2)h((XlίDx-ξo)j3)zΰ
into (1.1) and
2
(1.2), we have (1.11) and (1.13) with h{X Dx-ξo)h(x-xo)
replaced by h((X2Dxζo)l2)h((x—xo)l2). Using these estimates together with Schwartz's inequality,
from the estimations for 1} (j=ί, 2,3) we have with a constant c > 0 independent
off

In view of (1.8) and (1.10), we obtain

where λ ^ O is a sufficiently small number such that for
\\r(D}; \)h{\D,yv\\g<].σg\-*)\\h(\D,)v\\ .
Taking s=£~2 we obtain (1.5) when 0 < λ ^ λ ! .
is obvious.

The estimate (1.5) for
Q.E.D.

Estimates (1.6) and (1.7) can be strengthened to the following form:
r

n

n

1

Corollary. For any γ^R xS ~
any ί > 0 estimates
(1.6)'

there exists a constant C'Ί such that for

Σ
\Λ\=1

and
(1.7)'

Ίl
|Λj=l

holds if 0<X<ί.
Proof.

The estimate (1.6)' is a direct consequence of (1.12) because
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We also have (1.7)' by the similar estimate as (1.12) that is derived from (1.13).
Q.E.D.
Note that IMI^||flϋ|| + ll(l — H)v\\ and that for any s>0 and any
S"'1 there exists a small positive number λ o =λ o (s, 7 ) < 1 such that
(1.14)

(logλ- 5 ) 2 ^l+2(C(*,γ ) + C ' l o g λ - * )

z/0<λ^λ0,

where C(s, γ) and C'Ί are the same constants as in (1.5) and (1.6)', respectively.
Then it follows from (1.5) that
(1.15)
Note that for | « | = 1
ί o(P)dvpy(\y, \η) = λ-V((P^)γ)

if

\
Since supp h(\η) is contained in (η; | X971 ^3/5}-, we see that for | α r | = l ,
H(\PyΛ)—(P(Λ))7) is ZΛbounded uniformly with respect to 0 < λ ^ λ 0 . Together
with (1.14) and (1.15), the estimate (1.6)' gives
(1.17)
From (1.7)' we also have
(1.18)
where G denotes the right hand side of (1.17). For a while we assume
λo(ί, 7) for fixed s>0 and γei?"X Sn~\
For a real κ>0 and an integer k>0 we denote by AKfk a pseudodifFerential
operator with a symbol (1+#<£>)"*. It is easy to check that for any a the
estimate
(1.19)
holds with a constant Crt independent of /e. Set
(1.20)

kκ(v; λ) =

l

Then it follows from (1.19) that for any a the estimate
(1.21)

^

holds with another constant C'Λ independent of K and λ.
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Set hδ(x)=h(xlS) for a small 0 < δ ^ l / 1 0 .
sequence {Aβ ^IiCCoX/δ) such that
(1.22)

Fix an integer iV^3.

Take a

hs =

and for any α the estimate
(1.23)
holds with a constant C£' independent of N and j (Cί / =1).
L e m m a 1.2.
(1.24)

H(XDy)kκ(Dy
- H(XDy)kκ(Dy; X)H{Xy)+r(y, Dy; X).

Then for any integer I there exists a constant Ct independent of X #wrf iV such that
(1.25)

|Ky, D,; λ

Proof. Consider the expansion formula of the simplified symbol of
hί(\Dy)kκ(Dy; \)H(\y) (l-H+1(λDy)hί+1(Xy))
(See Chapter 2 of [5]). Noting
(1.21) and (1.23) we obtain (1.25) by means of the Calderόn Vaillancourt theorem
(See Chapter 7 of [5]).
Q.E.D.
To make clear the discussion below we prove the following simple lemma.
L e m m a 1.3. Let N be a fixed positive integer and let X satisfy
For any finite sequence of positive numbers {Cy}{ »i there exists a constant C\ such
that
2i

(1.26)

Σ Cj{N\f^l + Ci(Nx) .

Proof.

Set Λ=max {C\, 1}.

When NX^ίllR

^ Σ

y=i

If NX^ίβR

we have

then we have

Σ CΛNxf^R

Σ (NX)-2l+2j(Nx)2l^(R

ΣJ (22?)2/"2Λ (iVλ)2/.

y=i

y=i

y=i
2/ 2y

It suffices to set C ί ^ i ? Σy=i(2Λ) " .

Q.E.D.

Set B{=hi{XDy)kκψy\
X)h{(Xy) and substitute R{v into (1.15). Then for any
s>0 there exists a constant Cs independent of K, X and iVsuch that
(1.27)
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Indeed, considering the expansion formulas of the simplified symbols of (1—H)
B>8 and (l-H0)PyBi
and using (1.23), (1.21) and (1.4), by Calderon-Vaillantcourt
theorem we see that for any s>0 there exists a constant Cs such that

Similarly, it follows from (1.17) and (1.18) that for any s>0 estimates
(1.28)

Σ ||λP γ ( Λ ) #Hl^5C y '(log

X'T^P^M

and
(1.29)
hold with a constant Cs.
Lemma 1.4.
that for any s X )
(1.30)

There exists a constant M independent of λ, tc and N such

\\PyHίv\\^M\\B28Pyv\\+MN(log\logλ" s ^MiV,

if
where Cs is a constant independent of X, K and N.
h8(Xy).

Proof.

(1.31)

Hence B8==fιδ(XDy)kκ(Dy;

λ)

It is clear that

\\P#lvm\\8iP*>\\ + \\[Pi,Bi\v\\ .

Noting hί(x)=hί(x)h28(x) and considering the expansion formula of the simplified
symbol of i?8> we have

s

+

+6

+ CsX N* *" \\v\\

for some constant C'q and Cs.

Here we used the estimate

I \(hi(\Dy)kκy*M

i ^ c α (ΛΓλ 2 ) l β | i

which follows from (1.21), (1.23) and the fact that ^2 S (x)=l on supp DtH(x).
Using Lemma 1.3 we have

Here and throughout the proof of the lemma we denote by the same notation
Cs different constants independent of λ, n and N( , depending on s). We
shall estimate the second term of the right hand side of (1.31). In view of
Lemma 1.2 it suffices to estimate ||[P Y , B{]Hi+ιv\\, where
Hί+1=hi+\XDy)H+1
(\y).
Write
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[Pft βi] = [P» UiXD^kM^+kMxD,) [P,, H(Xy)].
Note that the expansion formula

[Py, H(XDy)kκ] =o<^/2J-iyyhi(XD})kκγ*ΨyMla\+R(y,

D}; X),

where R is a negligible operator, in the sense of
\\Rv\\^CsXsNs+2n+6\\v\\.
In view of (1.4), (1.21) and (1.23), we see that there exist constants Mx and M2
independent of s, K, X and N such that
I*/23 +

holds with some constants C " . Consider the expansion formula of the simplified symbol of kκhJδ(Xy) and use Lemma 1.3. Then the second term of the
right hand side of (1.32) is estimated above by
2M2N2\\Si+1v\\+Cs\sNs+2n+6\\v\\.

(1.33)
For

I a \ = 1 the estimate

\\kκχpyMH(xy)m+1v\\
holds with a constant Mz independent of s, K, λ and N. Here we used Lemma
1.3 to estimate terms corresponding to [^κλPy(Λ), H(Xy)] and [\Py(a), kκ]. From
(1.29) we obtain
1 34Ϊ

'

]

+C\sNs+2»+*\\υ\\,

\a\=l

From (1.32)—(1.34) we see that the estimate

holds with a suitable constant M4 larger than Cγ and My (j=ί9 2, 3). If we use
(1.27) withy replaced by j ' + l to estimate the first term of the right hand side, we
can estimate ||[P 7 , H(XDy)kκ]H(XDy)Hi+1v\\ by the right hand side of (1.30) with
another suitable M larger than M4y because (MΛΓ)2/(logλ"5)2^^Λ71ogλ"5 if
logλ" s ^MiV. Noting \\kM{XDy)v\\^\\kJι2B(XDy)v\\ for f ) e 5 , , we can also
+1
estimate the term \\kκh{(XDy) [P y , H(Xy)]Hi v\\ by using (1.28) instead of (1.29).
We have estimated the second term of the right hand side of (1.31). So we ob-
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tain the desired estimate.

Q.E.D.

From (1.27) and (1.30) we have
L e m m a 1.5. For any integer N'ϊzZ there exists a constant M independent
of Ny\ and K, such that for any sX)

(1.35) (log \-γ\\Btυ\\£Qog \-γ\\auPiv\\+(ΆiNyrM\+CtNlNM'^\\v\\ ,
where Cs is a constant independent of κy X and N.

Proof.

In view of B8=βl

it follows from (1.27) that

(log x - r ll#δ*>ll/2^(iog

x-γ^lP&vii+ctf

Applying (1.30) to the first term of the right hand side. Then we have
(log λ - y H#δHI/2gΞM(log X-γ-USuPivU+MNilog
+2C 5 (log X-s)^-2XWs+2"+6||z)||
if log \~S^

\-y- 8 ||P,flii>||

Use (1.30) for the second term of the right hand side and use repeatedly (N-3)
times. Then we obtain
(log λ - y ιii
+(MN)N

(1.36)

j=0

X CsXsNs+2n+6\\v\\,

if log

\'S^MN.

Note that βζ~1=S4S/3 and h^/z^h^^. By means of similar formulas as (1.6) and
(1.7) (together with (1.16) we have

s

taking another larger M if necessary. If log X~ ^MNy
+Cs{logχ-s)NΛsNs+2»+6\\v\\

it follows from (1.36) that

.

S

When log \~ ^MN this estimate still holds because of the second term of the
right hand side. Noting (logX-^λ^logλ"" 5 )^ exρ(—logλ~s)^ΛΠ> we obtain
(1.35).
Q.E.D.
The estimate (1.35) with iV<^2 also follows from (1.27) w i t h j = l because
for a suitable constant M' we have

similarly as the estimate after (1.36). Thus, (1.35) holds for any ΛΓ=0,l,2,

.
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Let T be a small parameter chosen later on. Multiply both sides of (1.35)
by τN/N\ and sum up with respect to iV=0, 1, 2, •••. Then we obtain

because Σϊ(τlog\~s)NINl=X~sT.
Choose T such that Meτ<l
Then, by using Stirling formula NNIN\^eN we have

(1.37)

and 0 < r < l .

λ-^liVll^λ-'ΊI/VV'll+C iMI, «e«S,,

for another constant C's. Note that T is independent of s because M is so.
Hence we can replace ST in (1.37) by 2s'-\-2s" for any real s\ /'>(). Multiply
λ 2 s " by (1.37) with ST replaced by 2s'+2s". Then we see that there exists a
constant C0=C0(s\ /', γ) independent of K and λ such that
(1.38)

λ- 2 5 Ί|i?

v&iSy

if\>0ts

sufficiently small.

Taking another large Co if necessary, we may assume that (1.38) holds for 0 < λ
<^1. Note that for any ξo^Sn~\ any 0 < δ / ^ l and any real § the estimate

holds for some constant C=C-;t8' because

C-1^ Ifo+IΓ^C on supp V(f).
Substitute v(y)=h(\Dy)v(y) into (1.38) for
v(y)=exp(—i\-2x-ξ0)w(x)\x=λy+XQ,
zo^Sx. Then in view of (1.8), (1.20), (1.9) and the above estimate, we see
that there exists a constant Co such that

IIAaίλ^-fo) I Ac I X A(*-*oHI2
(1.39)

^fX

Here we used the fact that

-h(\2Dx-ξ0));
(x-xo)P(x, Dx) (l-h((X2Dx-ξo)l3));
are contained in a bounded set of SΓ.o".
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we prepare the followings:
1.6. For δ > 0 and ^ e S " ' 1 we say that a function^(f) e C°°(i?n)
belongs to Ψ δ > | 0 if -ψ satisfies
DEFINITION
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for

ψ(tξ) = ψ(f)

for f^ 1 and

Proposition 1.7 (cf. Proposition 2.2 of [9]). Leί i^S"-1

and let h(x)(=CZ

be a function defined at the beginning of this section. Set hδ(x)=h(x/S) for a δ > 0 .
If ψδ and ψ δ belong to Ψ δ , | 0 anά ^7δ,b respectively, then for any s>0 there exists a
constant Cs>0 such that

(140)

CrΊl
^C,(\\φs(Dx)u\\2+\{u\\is),

Proof.

Set r = If I, θ=ξj\ξ\.

Then

It is easy to see that hδ(\2rθ—%0)=l on
{(0, r, λ ) G S ^ X ί + X [0, 1] θ<Ξsupp ψδ

and

|λV— 11 ^δ/10} .

Therefore the integral is estimated below by
^(θ)2dθ[°°

ί
JS""

1

\ύ(rθ)\2rH^dr[

Jl-δ/10

(1+δ/10)/r

J^Cl-δ/lOVr

jλ/λ ^

This give the first inequality of (1.40). Another inequality easily follows if we
note that supp hδ(\2rθ—ζQ) is contained in
i(θ, r, λ); ψδ(θ) = 1 and

| λ V - l | ^7δ/24} .

Q.E.D.

Apply Proposition 1.7 to (1.39). Then we see that for any rγ=(χ0, ? 0 ) ^
n
n 1
i? X*S " , any s'y s">0, any integer k>0 and any /c>0 there exists a constant
//
//
C =C (yy s\ /', &) independent of /c such that
(1.41)

'

ifΛ/rδ(?)GΨδ,ioandFrom now on we shall prove (4). Let (x0, ξo)^T*Rn\O and let
Set fo=fo/1 foI
Suppose that (x0, ξ0)* WF Pw. Then there exists a δ > 0 such
that ψδ(Dx)h2δ(x—x0)Pu^Hs'
for any real s'>0 if ψδ (|)eΨ 1 4 δ ( ξ ( ) . Since h4δ(x—
/
xo)u^β we have h4δ(x—x^)u^H^s^ for some / / > 0 . Choose ft>0 in (1.41) such
/rj
that k^s'-\-s r2.
Then, by taking a sequence {w^J^ClSx such that
«V ~* h4δ(x—x0)u in iϊ. s //,
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from (1.41) we see that
(142)
if ψ δ ( | ) G ψ δ > i 0 and ψ 8 (f)GΨ 1 4 a j 0 . Here we used the fact that | | Λ K ^ | | ^ | M I for
Letting K tend to 0 in (1.42), we have ψδ(Dx)hδ(x—x0)u^H/.
Since s'
is arbitrary, we have (x0, fo)$WF u. Now the proof of Theorem 1 has been
completed.
2

W^LL .

2. Proof of Theorem 3
As stated in Introduction, the method used here is only a version of the
one in [7]. Let Po be the differential operator in Introduction, that is,

(2.1)

inRtxRnX)

P0 = DT+Jl(x9Ds)

where Jl(x, Dx) is formally self-adjoint in an open set Ω of Rn and bounded
below. Following [7], for s^ί we introduce GS(Ω; Jΐ) the space of wGL2(Ω)
such that JLku^L\Ω) for k=l, 2, ••• and moreover there exists a constant M
satisfying
(2.2)

\\Jlku\\L2(a^M»+χkiγm,

k = 1, 2, ....

We also introduce the space GS(Ω; Jΐ) of u^Lιoc(Ω)

whose restriction in any

Proposition 2.1. ^ M T / ^ */mί G2(Ω Jΐ)<£ C°°(Ω). 77zέ?rc P o w ^oί hypoellίptic
in RtxΩ (cf. Corollaries 3.6-3.7 of [7] and see also [1]).
Proof.

There exists a UQ^LG\Ω\ Jΐ) such that woφC°°(Ω).

The series

u(t, x) = f] (ityk(-Jl)kuo(x)l(tnk)\
k =0

is strongly convergent in L%Ω) for some β^/δXΩi, where 7 δ =(—δ, δ)ci? f and
an
w
n
Ω ^ Ω . We have P 0 ^ = 0 d is ° t C°° in β because uQ=u(0, •) is not C°° in
Ω.
Q.E.D.
Note that for any open set
Re(Pou, u) = ||Z)r / 2 ^|| 2 +(^w, u),
For the proof of Theorem 3 it suffices to show:
Proposition 2.2. Assume that G\Ω JL) c C°°(Ω). Then for any xo^Ω there
exists a neighborhood of ω of x0 such that for any £ > 0 the estimate
(2.3)

\\{\ogφxy)^u\\2^S{JLu, u)+Ce\\u\\2>
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holds with a constant Cε. (cf. Theorem 3.5 of [7]).
In the proof of Proposition 2.2 we may replace Jl by <Λ-\-μ for any real μ
because G*(Ω; <J)=G\Ω; <Jl+μ). Taking a large μ>0, in view of (6) we may
assume that (<Jlu, u)>0 for «GL2(Ω) satisfying Jlu^L2(Ω). Therefore, we have
the Friedrichs extension (A,D(A)) in L2(Ω) of JL{xy Dx), as a positive self-adjoint
realization.
For the proof of (2.3) it suffices to show that for any £ > 0 and any r > 0
there exists a C ε>r such that
(2.4)

\\(log<Dxy)mru\\2^S\\Aru\\2+Cζtr\u\\

utΞC»(ω).

In fact, the estimate (2.3) follows immediately from (2.4) with r = l / 2 . From
now on we shall prove (2.4). We may assume that x0 is the origin. We use the
same notation as in [7] p. 840-849. Let -ψ eC|Γ(Ω) equal 1 in Π=((—a, α)) M cΩ.
The hypothesis of the proposition implies that u^D\(A)=Φψu^S
for a fixed
δ > 0 because D\A)= \jDl(A)dG\Ω,; Jl). The Banach closed graph theorem
δ>o

shows that for any integer h>0 there exists a constant Mk such that
sup I<&2kψu(ξ) I ^Mk(Nl(u)Y'\

(2.5)

ue-D\{A).

In view of (3.4) of [7], it is clear that for any k there exists a constant Mj£(^l)
such that

(2.6)

/ί(«)^e*ll(i+l)*«lli»(π)^Mί||<|>*Λ|*,

where Jί(u) denotes Jk(u) defined from the spectrum resolution of L.
(L, D{L)) is the realization of Legendre operator

Here

defined in [5] p. 845. In what follows, to make clear the correspondance we often
use the superscript A or L such as Ji(u),Jk(u).
Set Kk={ξ\ Q>^MlMk+2
Then from (2.5) and (2.6) we have

(2.7) /ί
u\\lHω, u<=Dl(A),
A

with a constant Ck. Set u(t)=F (t)u.
Then the estimate (2.7) and Lemma
3.1 of [7] show that for any r > 0 and k>0
(Z.o)

/r>(

holds with a constant C'k. We need replace Lemma 3.2 of [7] by
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L e m m a 2.3. Let t-+u(t) be a measurable mapping from [1, oo) to L2(Π) and
let Ir>k(u(*)) denote the integral defined by the formula (2.8). Assume that for reals
δ > 0 , r>0 and an integer k>0 the integral Iftk(u(-)) is bounded. Then the integral
u{t)— is convergent, u^D((log(L+l))mr)

and for a constant C independent

of k we have
(2-9)

fe-%log(L+i)ru\\hm^CIr,t(u('))

The proof of the lemma is parallel to the one of Lemma 3.2 of [7] if we set
cr(t, λ)=exp(2& log X-Se^t^)
and ί(λ)=e"1((A/δ)log λ) M . We remark that the
estimate
("(log λ Π
•1

holds similarly to (3.4) of [7]. The detail is omitted.
Set ω=((—a/2, aβ))n. Then for the proof of Proposition 2.2 it remains
to show
(2.10)

ll(log<^>)^|| 2 ^C(||(log(L+l)Γ^|| 2 +|M| 2 ), neC?(ω).

In fact, from (2.8)-(2.10) we have (2.4) since we can take any large k.
From now on we shall prove (2.10). Let {λ,; 0 < λ 1 < λ 2 < } be the set
of eigenvalues of (L, D{L)) and let Pj(x) be the normalized eigenfunction (Legendre polynomial) associated with λ y . Then, for tteCJΓ(ω), (log(L+\))mru is
defined by
(2.11)

(log(L+l)Γ« = Σ (log(λ,+l))-(P y , u)

Here we remark that D £ C " ( Π ) belongs to D°°(L) == ΓlD(U) and hence to
Mr

2

2

D((log(L+ l)) ) because Σ (log(λ y +1)) -1 (Pjy v) \ ^ C Σ X| I (P,, υ) | . Note
r
1
lllΓ
that (log(L+l))" =(L+l)(L+l)- (log(Z+l)) and let Γ be a contour of Figure
1:

Fig. 1.
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Since the similar formulas to (2.11) hold for (L+l)- 1 (log(L+l))" r and {L-ζ)~\
by the residue caculus we have

(L+ir\log(L+l)Γu
(2.12)

=

1 f

_0-i

u

d

ζ

2πι J

We shall approximate (L—ζ)'1 by a pseudodiίferential operator by using the
argument in Chapter 8 of [5]. Let X be a second order differential operator
with real valued ^^-coefficients such that £=£ in a neighborhood of m. We
may assume that the symbol Ί(xy ξ) of J2 satisfies C^1<^ξy2<Ί(xy ?)<C0<?)>2 for
large | ξ \. Then we have
(2.13)

/or large \ξ\

and

ίeΩfcΞC\Ωs

(cf. (1.4) of Chapter 8 of [5]).
Here Ω$ denotse the interior of clockwise-oriented Jordan curve Γ° that is
defined as in Figure 2:

Fig. 2.

By means of Lemma 2.2 of Chapter 8 of [5] we have a parametrix Q(ζ)=Q
(x, Dx; ζ) of X—ζ such that

where symbols q{ζ)=q(x, ξ', ζ) and r(ζ)=r(x, ξ; ζ) are analytic with respect to
and satisfy for large \ξ\ and
(2.14)
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(2 15Ϊ
(2.16)
for any iV>0.
(2.17)

In Π we have
(L-ζ) ((L-Sr u-Q{ζ) u) = u-(X-ζ) Q{ζ) u
= (X-X) Q(ζ) u-R(ζ) u= R(ζ) u , *e= CjΓ(ω),

where the symbol of R(ζ) satisfies the inequality similar to (2.16). In fact, for
φ(x)^C^(Iί) such that φ=ί in a neighborhood of ω, we see that (X—X) Q(ζ)φ
is a regularizer in the sense of (2.16). It follows from (2.17) that
(L-ζy1 u = Q(ζ) u+iL-ζy1 R(ζ)u in Π .
From this and (2.12) we have

(log(L+l)Γ« = (L+l) - M (f+l)"1(log(r+l)Γ β(0«dζ
(2.18)

i^?

+ L \ ( l c r ^ π i r ) 1 Λ(r) /r

π.

2πι
Since it follows from (2.16) for <r(R(ζ)) that
the L2(Π) norm of the second term of the right hand side of (2.18) is estimated
above by constant times of ||M||. In view of (2.14) and (2.15), the residue
calculus shows that

M

2πt
2πt J

is a pseudodifferential operator with principal symbol (7 0 +l)~ 1 (log(/o+l)) wr ,
where 70 = /0(χ, ξ) is the principal symhol of X and Ί0(x, |)=Σy-i(^ 2 —<* 2 )?y
in a neighborhood of ω. Therefore, noting the product formula of pseudodifferential operators, from (2.18) we obtain

where -\JreCJΓ(Π) satisfies 0 ^ i | r ^ l and ψ=l in a neighborhood ωλ of ω. Since
(1—Ψ0 (\og<£>xy)mrφtΞS— for φeC^ίωi) satisfying φ=ί on ω, we have (2.10).
3, Proof of Proposition 4
First we shall prove the sufficiency of (8). For the proof it suffices to
show the estimate (5) by Corollary 2 in Introduction. Note that
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\\X2DXlu\\*+\\DX2u\n\\<r(Xl)ζ(x)DXsu\\>

2

+ \\DXiu\\ , u<=S,
Here and in what follows we denote the variable t of Px by #4. Let |||w|||2
denote the right hand side of (3.1) and let f(ξ)G C%R4) be a symbol in 5?,0
such that
| 0 ^ / ^ l , / = l on i\

For any compact set K of i?4 the estimate

holds with a constant Cκ because for some constants C'κ and C'κ we have
IIIMII2^lll«lll2+CέlMI2,

(3.2)
(3.3)

ueC?(K),

IKZϊ^iίll^Ct'dlΛiD^βll + l l ^ i i l l +IMI1), «eC?(X),

(see [3], [14]). Hence, to derive (1) it suffices to show that for any £ > 0 and
compact set any K there exists a constant CZtK such that
(3.4)

ll(log<Z) X8 »Ml a ^€||M|| a +C l ίiJr ||ιι|| a ,

u(ΞCϊ(K).

In deriving (3.4) for a fixed K we may assume that σ and ζ belong to .3°°,
and σ(x1)^σ0 ({x^ ^ 1 ) , ζ(x)^>ζ0 for constants σ 0 , ζo>O. Let φo(t), φ^t), φ2(t)
and φ3(ί) be C°°-functions in [0, c>o) such that O ^ φ y ^ l ,
( supp
supp
supp
supp

φocz [0, 1) ,
φx C [0, 2) ,
φ 2 c(3/2, oo),
φ 3 c ( l , oo) ,

φ0 =
φx =
φ2 =
φ3 =

1 on [0,1/2],
1 on [0,3/2],
1 in [2, oo) ,
1 in [3/2, oo)

and
(3.5)

φ x + φ 2 - 1 m [0, oo).

Let K be a small positive constant such that Λ ^ I / 4 and set %y(^, ξ)=φj(σ(x1)

0=0, - , 3).

Lemma 3.1. Λ follows that Xj(xu Dx) belongs to SJ κ .
have
(3.6)

Furthermore we
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Proof.
we have

(3.6) is the direct consequence of (3.5). Since σ is non-negative

(3.7)

idcri

and hence for any j
I d* σ{xλ)ldx{ I ^ Cj σ(^) ( 1 " i / 2 ) +

(3.8)

where a+ denotes max (a, 0). From the Leibniz formula we have | α + / 3 | Φ0

β1+

where h=<£f.

+P*=P

Using (3.8) and \h™ | ^Cs K£>~I3S|, we obtain

Since for kΦO we have
1 /2 ^ σ(^) h ^ 2

on supp φ ^ σ ^ i ) A),

we see % χ ^ , f) e 5?>ίC.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.2. .For α/zy r^^/ s and any iVX) ίA^r^ exists a constant C—
C(J, N) such that for j'=2, 3
(3.9)

ζ(x)u\\s+2κ+\\u\U ,

UXjuU^CdWfa)

Proof.
operator

U<=ΞS

.

Let a(x, ξ) denote the simplified symbol of a pseudo-differential

Then a(x, ξ) belongs to Slκ and satisfies the (if)-condition in the following
sence:
i) There exists a constant C 0 >0 such that
(3.10)

«(*,f)^C0

for large \ξ\ .

ii) For any a and /3 there exists a constant C ^ such that
(3.11)

|fl$(«, f)/e(*, ?)| ^ C ^ < f > ' " " - ' " ' /or
21£

1

Indeed, if ao(x, ξ)=σ(x1) ?W<?> +%oK, f) then e(*,£)-ab(*,£)e.Sfir and
hence it suffices to show that ao{x, ξ) satisfies the (ίί)-condition. In view of (3.7)
and (3.8) it is not difficult to check (3.11) for OQ, by the same way as in the proof
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of Proposition 5.3 of [8]. Since a(x, ξ) satisfies the (iϊ)-condition there exists
a parametrix b(x, Z> Λ )GS? >/C such that
mod S'~

b(x,Dx)a(xyDx)=I

(cf. Theorem 5.4 in Chapter 2 of [5]). Note that forj=2, 3
(3.12)

Xj = Xjba=Xjb<Pxyκσ{xι)ζ{x)

because supp φ0Γlsuρρ φj=0.
direct consequence of (3.12).

mod

S—

2K

Since Xjb<Dx> ^Sl*κ the estimate (3.9) is the
Q.E.D.

Substituting DXzu instead of u into (3.9) with s=—2κ we have

K ) ζ{x) DX3u\\*+\W)
for some constant C.
(3.14)

,j=2,

3,

In order to show for a fixed compact set K

ll(log<Z)I3»%1MI2^£|||M|

we prepare the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Set Iμ.= {t^Rι\
\t\<μ} for μ>0.
there exists a constant Cs independent of μ such that

(3.15)

IHI^C.^IHL for

Then for any s>0

v(=Cϊ(Iμ).

The lemma seems to be fairly well-known, but we give the proof for the
convenience of the reader.
Proof.

First we shall prove that for any £ > 0 there exists a μo>O such

that

(3.16)

IMI^IML for

v(ΞC?(Iμo).

Suppose that there exist an S0>0 and {vj}Jal(ZCo such that
supp vj C Iμ.,

μj-^0 (/-» oo),

In view of the weak compactness of the Hubert space we have a subsequence
ίvjk}7=i such that vjk weakly converges some v0 in Hs. Note that {υJk} is a
compact set in L2 by means of the Rellich theorem. Taking a subsequence of
{vjk} if necessary, we may assume that Vjk converges some v'o in L2. We have
vo=vΌ because both convergences are the one in <5'. It follows from supp υo=
{0} that v0 is a linear sum of derivatives of Dirac δ. In view of vQ^Hs we have
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vo=O, which is contradictory to ||t> 0 ||^£ 0

From (3.16) we have for some μQ>0

(3.17)

for

ll^(τ)||^|||τ|^(τ)||

v(ΞCZ(I,0),

where ϋ is the Fourier transform of v. The estimate (3.15) easily follows from
(3.17) if we take the change of variable from t to μotlμ.
Q.E.D.
Let φ4(t) be a C°°-function in [0, °°) such that φ4=l in [0,2] and supp φ 4 c
[0,3). Set

It follows from the condition (8) that for any £ > 0 there exists a Me>0
that
(3.18)

kJ^Gog^))-2

on supp X4(xly ξ3)

if

such

\ξ,\^Mt,

because (xly £ 3 )esupp X4 implies σ(x1)ζξ^>2K^3. Let ύ denote the Fourier
transform of u^Sx with respect to x3 variable. Setting v(x1)=X4(xu •) ύ(xly •) in
(3.15) with ί = l / 2 , in view of (3.18) we have
ll%4(*i, Is) uWhat^C,

£(log<ξ3»-2\KDXiy<2 Xt ύ\\2L2iRχi),
if

for some constant Cx independent of S. Multiplying both sides by (log<£3)>)2 and
integrating with respect to x2, x4 and ξ3 we have
*„ DX3) ttll^C, εKD^

% 4 ( ^ , DX3) M||

+ct\\u\\*.
Noting %4(xi, Z) ϊ3 ) X^Xj, Dx) = %!(»!, Z),), we obtain

In view of (3.3) we have for a fixed compact set K

Ju\\°+\\DxJu\\>
(

]

'

2

+\\(DXlXι)fu\\ +\\u\\η,u^Co(K).

Since (DH %j) (x, |)e55,κ and X3=ί on supp DXι Xu we obtain
(

'

}

Using (3.13) w i t h ; = 3 and (3.2), from (3.20) and (3.21) we have
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Combinig this and (3.19) we obtain (3.14). The estimate (3.4) follows from
(3.14) and (3.13) withy=2. We have proved the estimate (5) for Pv
From now on we shall prove the necessity of (8). Suppose that (8) is not
satisfied but Px is hypoelliptic. Then there exists a δ > 0 and a sequence
ι such that

(3 22)

I'*"*

0

Without loss of generality, we may assume sk>0.
Then it follows from (3.22) that
λ^ 2 σ(ί/(logλ,- δ ) 2 )^l

(3.23)

for

Set λ*=exp(

0£s£

because σ is non-decreasing in R+. By means of Theorem 3 and its remark
we see that for any £ > 0 and any compact set K of i?4 there exists a constant
CίtK such that
||(log<Z) Λ »u\\ 2 ^S Re(P x u 3 u)+CStK\\u\\2

(3.24)

(Recall that the variable t of P 4 is denoted by #4 in this section.) Note
||(log<^ 3 »

φo(\lDx-\)ί/||^||(log<^»i

Since ζ is bounded on K, in view of (3.1) we have
\\(log<Dx^)φ,ί(xlDX3-l)u\\
(3.25)

+CUIMI,
4

Set v(y)= Π φo(21 jVy—1/21) and consider the change of variables
yx = (log XJ8)2 xl9
1

y3 = λ ^ x3,

yA =

y2 = (log XJ8)

x2,

x4.

Let ^o(^) denote the function v after the above change of variables. Then
the support of UQ(X) is contained in {\x\ ^ 4 } if Xk is small enough. Substitute
exρ(z'λ)Γ2 x3) uo(x) into (3.25) and take the change of variables from x to y. Then,
by using the similar formula as (1.10) we have

(3-26)
JsY)v\\ + \\Dytv\\)+Cs\\v\\,
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because a pseudodiίϊerential operator in Ry3 with a symbol (log(XiJr(Xk
φo(Xk η3) is ZΛbounded unifromly with respect to Xk. Note φo(Xk Dy3)v converges
v in L2 when \k tends to 0. Then, there exists a co>O such that
if

Xk^X0

for a sufficiently small

λ0.

Since it follows from (3.23) that XJ2 σ"(^1/(logλΓδ)2)^l on supp v and also on
supp Dy3v, there exist constants cu c2 independent of £ and C'2 such that
2c0logXT1^c1βlogXT1+c2S+C/e
Setting

6=CQIC1 we

if

Xk^X0.

have a contradiction when Xk tends to 0.

REMARK 3.1. By the similar way as in the proof of the necessity of (8), we
can show that the estimate (3) dose not hold with some small £ 0 >0 for Jl0
(x, Dx)=D2yi+exp(—ll{x^8)
D2X2 when δ ^ l . This fact also can be seen by
considering the eigenvalue problem for a differential operator —d2jdx2-\-Gx.p{—lj
\x\*)η2 with Dirichlet boundary condition. It was proved in [10] that the
smallest eigenvalue is estimated above by (log η)2 with a constant factor.
REMARK

3.2.

Let P 3 be a differential operator

D2t+xiDlι+DlΛ+σ(x1γ(xlD2Xi+Dl)

in R*,

where σGC°°, <r(0)=0, σ(s)>0 (sφO) and ίcr'(ί)^0. By the same way as in this
section we can prove that P 3 is hypoelliptic in Rs if and only if σ satisfies (8).
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Adding to the proof: After the present paper had been submitted, the author received
a preprint [15] from Mr. Hoshiro. In [15], one can see almost the same result as Proposition 2.2.
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